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Abstract
In this big data era, multitudes of data are generated and collected which contain the potential
to gain new insights, e.g., for enhancing business models. To leverage this potential through,
e.g., data science and analytics projects, the data must be made available. In this context,
data marketplaces are used as platforms to facilitate the exchange and thus, the provisioning
of data and data-related services. Data marketplaces are mainly studied for the exchange
of data between organizations, i.e., as external data marketplaces. Yet, the data collected
within a company also has the potential to provide valuable insights for this same company,
for instance to optimize business processes. Studies indicate, however, that a significant
amount of data within companies remains unused. In this sense, it is proposed to employ an
Enterprise Data Marketplace, a platform to democratize data within a company among its
employees. Specifics of the Enterprise Data Marketplace, how it can be implemented or
how it makes data available throughout a variety of systems like data lakes has not been
investigated in literature so far. Therefore, we present the characteristics and requirements
of this kind of marketplace. We also distinguish it from other tools like data catalogs,
provide a platform architecture and highlight how it integrates with the company’s system
landscape. The presented concepts are demonstrated through an Enterprise Data Marketplace
prototype and an experiment reveals that this marketplace significantly improves the data
consumer workflows in terms of efficiency and complexity. This paper is based on several
interdisciplinary works combining comprehensive research with practical experience from
an industrial perspective. We therefore present the Enterprise Data Marketplace as a distinct
marketplace type and provide the basis for establishing it within a company.
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1 Introduction
An enormous amount of data is generated in the big data era by, for instance, the Internet
of Things (IoT), social media networks, transactional processing systems, or wearables and
mobile devices [7]. This data contains a potential value which may lead to, e.g., new insights.
The data value can, however, only be extracted if the data is available for use in, e.g., data
science and analytics projects. In this context, the data marketplace (DMP) is gaining in
importance. Data marketplaces are electronic platforms for trading data as well as data-related
services [35, 38]. A data marketplace provides infrastructure for the data exchange by acting as
a digital intermediary connecting data providers and data consumers [38]. Data marketplaces
yield several advantageous outcomes. For instance, they stimulate innovation as consumers can
acquire data which would have been unavailable and available data can initiate the improvement
of products, services, or processes or also the development of new business models [30].

Data marketplaces are mainly considered for the exchange of data and services between
organizations or private individuals. There are, however, also other relevant application scenarios
for data marketplaces, such as their deployment within a company. Studies show that over half
of the data goes unused within companies [50]. In this context the FAIR principle, i.e., making
data findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable [34, 57], as well as data democratization
are discussed in literature. Data democratization has the objective to motivate and empower
the majority of company employees to find, understand, access, use, and share data within the
company, in consideration of data security and compliance [5, 37]. Lefebvre et al [37] define
four data democratization dimensions. The first describes the enablement of broader access
to data and tools for users with varying skill-sets, the second signifies the development of
data-related and analytic skills such as data cleaning. The third dimension covers collaborative
knowledge-sharing between employees, and the fourth entails the promotion of data value
like communicating the importance of data assets. In this context, it has been proposed to
employ the data marketplace within a company in order to address data democratization and
the corresponding dimensions [15].

The term data market is, in the economic sense, the setting in which data providers and
consumers meet to exchange data and related services against a form of compensation. The term
data marketplace refers to the platform built to facilitate this exchange. In the company-internal
context, the data marketplace is referred to as an Enterprise Data Marketplace [26, 55] or an
internal data marketplace [19]. In extension of Wells [56] definition, we propose the following:

The Enterprise Data Marketplace (EDMP) is a type of data marketplace for the
exchange of data and data-related services between company employees, and optionally
invited business partners. It has the objective to democratize data within the company.
This does not only involve making data available but explicitly addressing the data
consumers’ information needs so they can obtain access to data how they require it. To
promote data democratization the EDMP offers the full scope of a company’s data,
not only selected datasets. This includes data from different domains, data in varying
processing degrees, and also data insights such as reports or machine learning models.
In a company’s system landscape the EDMP is a mediating instance, facilitating the
availability of data in data storage systems ranging from operational systems like
enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems over analytical systems like data lakes
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and data warehouses. Apart from data storage systems, the EDMP must also be
distinguished from existing tools such as data catalogs. These provide an inventory
of data assets over the above mentioned storage systems and facilitate finding and
understanding the contained data [59]. The EDMP complements the data catalogs with
additional functionality such as features for requesting and managing access to data.
In an example usage scenario a data scientist is looking for customer and product data
to gain insights on which customers buy which products in order to provide targeted
advertisements. The data scientist can use the EDMP to search for such data and
find that there is data according to his/her requirements stored in a data lake. The
data scientist requests access to this data through the EDMP and receives access to
available provisioning options for this data. Optionally the data scientist can request
the data with additional software or infrastructure like a virtual machine so they are
directly supported throughout their use case.

The EDMP has, however, been studied very little in literature and researchers have
highlighted the need for further conceptual and practical research to reveal its capabilities
and value-adds [29]. Topics in this regard also include how it differs from other types of data
marketplaces or how such an EDMP is built. Therefore, we make the following contributions:
Besides the provided definition, (1) we position the EDMP in a classification framework
differentiating it from other marketplaces and thereby provide a type distinction. (2) We present
requirements for data marketplaces and highlight which are specific to an EDMP. Based on
these requirements (3) we provide an EDMP platform architecture. In extension, (4) we also
discuss how the EDMP integrates in the existent enterprise system and storage landscape. To
demonstrate how the presented concepts can be realized, (5) we showcase an EDMP prototype.
Lastly, we conduct an experiment based on this prototype (6) evaluating the impact of introducing
an EDMP in a company. The content of this paper is based on several interdisciplinary works
we compiled throughout assorted research projects, combining comprehensive research with
practical experience from an industrial perspective [13, 15, 16, 22, 23, 26].

The paper is structured as follows: Related work is presented in Sect. 2 and in Sect. 3 the
EDMP is classified based on a data marketplace classification framework. General and EDMP
specific data marketplace requirements are specified in Sect. 4 and in Sect. 5 the EDMP is
differentiated from the related data catalog tool. An EDMP architecture is presented in Sect. 6
and Sect. 7 contains a discussion how this marketplace can be integrated in the enterprise
system landscape. A prototypical implementation is illustrated in Sect. 8 and in Sect. 9 an
experiment is presented, conducted to evaluate the extent to which an EDMP improves the
data consumer processes in a company. Finally, Sect. 10 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work
The EDMP is addressed in only a few research articles. Amongst others, Gröger [26] highlights
the need for this specific marketplace type, Fernandez et al [19] consider them to bring down
data silos, and Wells [55] defines and presents the EDMP in a report. Driessen et al [12] present
data marketplace types with problems and solution approaches, one of which is called the
generalist and can be established within a single large company and thus encompasses, but
is not limited to the EDMP. We also discuss the necessity and various aspects of EDMPs in
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our previous research [13, 15, 16]. Azcoitia and Laoutaris [6] introduce the embedded data
marketplace type, which signifies an add-on to a data management system within a company.
As large companies often build on a number of data management systems, the embedded
marketplace is limited in its scope of data, and the authors point out, these are often limited in
their functionality. Hence, they are similar but not equivalent to the company-wide EDMP.
Jahnke and Otto [29] identify the EDMP as one class of data catalog application. They highlight
the EDMP as a research gap for which further details on its capabilites and value-adds have yet
to be determined. Lastly, Zasadziński et al [60] present how they implemented a data platform
as a basis for an EDMP in a report. None of the above articles clearly highlight the specifics and
differences to external marketplaces. Therefore, we close this gap by placing the EDMP in a data
marketplace classification framework and provide the specific requirements and architectures.

There are several research articles that provide classification frameworks for data market-
places. These include Schomm et al [47] who provide an initial set of dimensions and Stahl
et al [53] that extend these. Meisel and Spiekermann [38] derive five classification charac-
teristics and Spiekermann [49] provides economic and technological characteristics of data
marketplaces. Täuscher and Laudien [54] list key business model attributes of marketplaces,
which are however not exclusive to data marketplaces, and Azcoitia and Laoutaris [6] classify
data exchange entities including data marketplaces through business model attributes. Fruh-
wirth et al [20] provide a list of characteristics that are assigned to dimensions such as value
capture, delivery, proposition and creation. So far, the EDMP has not yet been classified based
on any of the frameworks, hence we provide this placement in such a framework.

Requirements for data marketplaces are listed in a range of research articles. Fernandez
et al [19] introduce requirements concerning topics such as the ability to price datasets or the
ability to support markets of different types like internal and external markets. Sometimes the
requirements are tailored to a specific context such as metadata management in decentralized
data exchanges [11], trustworthiness through, e.g., blockchain [36] or data marketplaces in the
IoT context [33, 46]. While requirements are often listed in a specific context such as IoT many
still apply to data marketplaces in general, for example, requirements concerning scalability
or security [2]. Requirements for the EDMP could be derived from this marketplace type’s
descriptions as supplied in, e.g., Eichler et al [15], Gröger [26], and Wells [55], and general
requirements also partly apply to the EDMP. It has, however, not been clarified which explicit
requirements the EDMP has and how these overlap with those of other marketplaces.

In terms of data marketplace architectures, there is a variety of architectural proposals, most
of which are, however, tailored to a specific context, similar to the requirements. There are data
marketplace architectures specific to the use of blockchain [45, 48], the IoT context [2, 33, 46],
multilateral marketplace design [32], elements in decentralized marketplaces [43], personal
data valuation [31], or also specific data marketplace aspects like a market management system
or mashup builder [19]. None of these architectures reflect the specific components of the
EDMP. In contrast Wells [55] provides a component overview for the EDMP, nonetheless, it
is not apparent which aspects are special to the internal setting or also how the components
interact. Similarly, components of an EDMP’s underlying data platform are illustrated in the
report by Zasadziński et al [60], yet the distinction between the EDMP and data platform
components is not clear, nor how it leverages and is embedded in a company’s existent system
landscape. In contrast, Gröger [26] places the EDMP in the data ecosystem of an industrial
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enterprise and Wells [55] gives an overview of required technologies in the EDMP, both do
not however explain how the EDMP and its components interact with the other systems.

Finally, we want to point out the relation of the data marketplace to similar concepts and
research areas. These include the data mesh, the data fabric, and the data space. The data
mesh is a new organizational paradigm for handling analytical data [10]. It is a decentralized
approach for managing, sharing and accessing analytical data at scale, mainly inside but also
beyond enterprises. Like the data mesh, the data fabric is an approach to facilitate managing,
sharing and accessing of corporate data across a hybrid data landscape [39]. As opposed to the
data mesh, which is an organizational approach, e.g., by dividing an organization into domains,
the data fabric is technology driven by combining interchangeable tools and technologies to
achieve the above mentioned goals [39]. In both, the topic of self-service is addressed through
some kind of data platform. We see the EDMP as a component in this self-serve data platform,
offering services such as data registration, discovery and access. While the data mesh and
fabric are approaches that focus on enabling data management and sharing mainly within an
organization, the data space is a data-sharing ecosystem across organizations [41]. It facilitates
sharing data in a secure and trusted way, based on standards and collaborative governance
models and specifically focuses on preserving the digital sovereignty of data owners over
their data. In the data space context, data marketplaces can constitute data providers that
contribute data into the data space community [40]. Hence, a variety of data marketplaces can
be connected to the data space. Relating to data space components, we also see an overlap in
functionality of the data space’s broker service provider role. Similar to a data marketplace, it
stores and manages information, i.e., metadata, about the available data sources and acts as
an intermediary connecting data providers and data consumers [40, 41]. Yet, as opposed to
the data marketplaces, the broker service provider is not involved in the exchange of data [41].
Furthermore, there may be several of these brokers in a data space, whereas the data marketplace
as a broker would constitute one central component.

3 Classifying the Enterprise Data Marketplace
In order to identify the distinguishing characteristics of the EDMP, we position it in a
classification framework for data marketplaces. The framework is presented in Sect. 3.1 and the
identified characteristics are discussed in the following Sect. 3.2. By highlighting the distinct
features, we introduce the EDMP as a marketplace type.

3.1 The Data Marketplace Classification Framework
In this section, we present a classification framework designed to highlight the specific
characteristics of the EDMP. On the one hand, the framework identifies the EDMP as a distinct
type of data marketplace and on the other hand, it can be used to determine whether data
marketplace solutions are suited for the use within an enterprise as an EDMP or if they are
more suited as an external data marketplace for use between enterprises.

To classify the EDMP, we studied data marketplace characteristics. As outlined in the
previous section, these are provided through various research articles such as Azcoitia and
Laoutaris [6], Fruhwirth et al [20], Koutroumpis et al [32], Lange et al [35], Meisel and
Spiekermann [38], Schomm et al [47], Spiekermann [49], Stahl et al [52], Stahl et al [53], and
Täuscher and Laudien [54]. The characteristics range from aspects like marketplace ownership
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Figure 1 Data Marketplace Classification Framework Highlighting the Characteristic-Profile of the EDMP in Blue.

over the value proposition, data access methods, monetization aspects to the underlying
architecture. Meisel and Spiekermann [38] provide a classification framework by combining
characteristics identified through various research articles including Koutroumpis et al [32],
Lange et al [35], Schomm et al [47], and Stahl et al [52]. Spiekermann [49] also provides a data
marketplace classification framework based on a taxonomy developed explicitly for classifying
data marketplaces based on their business models. By combining both of these frameworks
an overview covering various dimensions of data marketplace characteristics can be obtained.
Hence, we developed the data marketplace classification framework as displayed in Fig. 1 by
combining both of these frameworks. We extended the resulting framework with the attribute
consumer for the sake of completeness and renamed a few attributes and corresponding
characteristics. These include the characteristic company, which is called “commercial” in
the original source. As the term commercial signifies both a business interest and cash
flow, yet the cash flow does not represent the participant, we renamed it company which
complements the characteristics private individual and public institution. Also the attribute
“market positioning” [49] is replaced through the more expansive attribute ownership of Meisel
and Spiekermann [38] and the attribute “integration” [49] is renamed to data offering. By
grouping the attributes, we receive five dimensions based on which an EDMP can be classified:
the market participants, the market position, the market offering, monetization and technical
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aspects. The characteristics that apply to the EDMP in these dimensions are highlighted in two
shades of blue.

3.2 Enterprise Data Marketplace Characteristics
For the attributes defined in the framework, one, several or none of the characteristics may
apply to the EDMP.

Market participants involve both the data and service providers as well as the consumers
in the data marketplace. In the case of the EDMP the participants in both categories are
employees within the same company, this is not immediately apparent through the classification
framework. In some cases, an enterprise may choose to open their EDMP to selected business
partners [56], which also classify as a company.

The market position signifies who owns or operates the data marketplace, the matching,
i.e., the number of parties involved, together with the service orientation among these, as well
as the accessibility of the data marketplace. As the EDMP mainly contains enterprise internal
data, including classified and personal data, it is usually owned and operated by the same
company, hence is private. In this context, the company also bears the costs of operating the
EDMP. Considering not the entire company, but its departments or employees as participants,
it can be argued that it is either a consortium or independent EDMP depending on whether the
department operating the EDMP is an active participant. Therefore, all three characteristics are
highlighted. In the same sense, it is a one-to-one matching, considering the entire company
exchanging data and services with itself, or a one-to-many or many-to-one matching, if business
partners are involved and the company is either sharing with or receiving data and services
from them. The many-to-many matching refers to the company’s departments or employees
trading data amongst each other. Depending on whether the EDMP is accessible only to the
company employees or also to invited guests, it is closed or hybrid respectively.

The dimension market offering constitutes the value proposition, data offering and transfor-
mation functionality in the marketplace. The EDMP’s value proposition is transaction-centric
as its core offering is the switching function of data and services, i.e., bringing data providers
and consumers together. It only forwards the consumer to tools for data analysis, visualization
and preparation and does not incorporate this functionality and is therefore not data-centric,
according to Spiekermann [49]. The scope of offered data spans across all company data, hence,
the data offering is domain-unspecific. According to Spiekermann [49] transformation refers
to the data marketplace’s ability to transform raw data into a normalized or aggregated state
or assure data quality. While we argued in Eichler et al [16] that a data marketplace does not
offer functionality to process data, e.g., aggregate it, the marketplace can offer data in various
transformation states, e.g., data in data lake zones in varying processing degrees. Hence, these
characteristics are marked as optional, as they are not essential for classifying the EDMP.

As monetization of data offerings would hinder the EDMP’s goal of democratizing data
within a company, the price model for most offerings is free. There may be instances in which
a cash flow between separate business units is required for legal reasons, or if data is sold to
a business partner, therefore, the EDMP may support any other form of price model as well.
The revenue model signifies under which monetary conditions participants can use the data
marketplace. As a revenue model would be a barrier for employees to use the EDMP, and
therefore hinder data democratization, the revenue model is free in the EDMP.
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With the goal of democratizing most enterprise data, it is feasible to retain data in the source
systems, as opposed to storing it redundantly in a centralized data marketplace repository.
Therefore, the EDMP has a decentralized data storage architecture. However, to support the
registration of, e.g., a single report or file which should not be stored in any other storage
system a hybrid approach with both a centralized and decentralized repository can be chosen.

Concluding, a data marketplace that meets these criteria is classified as an EDMP. By
highlighting its distinct characteristics, we have exposed the EDMP as a type of data marketplace.
This type of marketplace also has its own set of requirements, which we discuss in the following
section.

4 Enterprise Data Marketplace Requirements
Having identified an EDMP’s characteristics, we now specify requirements concerning this
data marketplace’s offering in terms of data and services, functionality and as this marketplace
is operated within a company, requirements to how the EDMP should integrate with the existent
enterprise system landscape. The requirements are derived and generalized from existing
literature on data marketplaces and data democratization. The practical relevance of these was
also validated through a case study with a large industrial company, including an enterprise-
practice point of view. The company in question, is a globally active manufacturer, striving to
become a data-driven Industry 4.0 company and is therefore building a tool landscape including
an EDMP (for details on the case study see Eichler et al [13]). In the following Sect. 4.1 to 4.3,
we highlight and explain which requirements are specific to the EDMP and which are relevant
for data marketplaces in general. The relevance of the various requirements for the marketplace
types is also shown and consolidated in Table 1.

Table 1 Relevance of Requirements in the DMP and EDMP.

Requirement DMP EDMP

Data-as-a-Service + +
Service Infrastructure-as-a-Service o +
Offerings Software-as-a-Service o +

Professional Services o +

Consumer-Side + +
Provider-Side + +

Functionality Administration-Side + +
Metadata-Management + ++
Privacy & Security + ++

Enterprise
Data Storage Systems + ++

Integration
Metadata Management Tools - ++
Administrative Tools - ++

- irrelevant, o not specifically relevant, + relevant, ++ specifically relevant
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4.1 Required Data Marketplace Offerings
The term offerings refers to the items, or in this case to the services, which a consumer can
acquire in the data marketplace. As mentioned in the introduction, it is the objective of an EDMP
to address data democratization, which implicitly sets the baseline for the required offerings.

In order to facilitate the data democratization dimension of broader access to data [37],
all kinds of data have to be made available within the company [26]. Therefore, the EDMP’s
main offer must be Data-as-a-Service [55]. Ultimately, the EDMP should make all corporate
data available. This includes data from operational systems such as ERP systems as well as
analytical systems like data lakes. Both internal company and externally acquired data are
included in this. Likewise, raw data, data in various processing degrees as well as ready-to-use
data and data insights such as machine learning models or reports, belong into this scope. As
explained in Sect. 3.2, the data is not limited to a domain such as finance or manufacturing.

The definitions of data democratization also specify that the data must be made available
to all kinds of users, i.e. also non-specialist users [5, 26]. This type of users may lack the
skills for setting up the required infrastructure and software, or only have skills to work with
data in specific tools. Hence, the EDMP should also offer Infrastructure-as-a-Service, and
Software-as-a-Service in combination with the data. For instance, a user may order data with
infrastructure like a virtual machine. The EDMP could provide the virtual machine such that it
contains the data as well as the required software for a data preparation or analysis task. The
user could also have the data provided directly in a tool such as a Tableau1 or Microsoft Power
BI2 instance. Thereby, the EDMP supports self-service consumption of data. Any marketplace
can offer these services, yet they are relevant in the EDMP to achieve broader access to tools
for users with varying skill-sets which is part of the first data democratization dimension.

The development and sharing of data skills is part of the second data democratization
dimension [5, 37]. Hence, the EDMP should also offer Professional Services. These are services
offered by users with specific skills and can, for example, involve training courses to acquire
skills for processing data, dashboarding or data preparation.

While all these offerings are not exclusive to an EDMP, they are relevant for it because of
the democratization objective of this type of marketplace.

4.2 Required Data Marketplace Functionality
Based on the general functionality framework for data marketplaces we present in Eichler
et al [16] there is role-based functionality for the consumer, provider and the administration.
In addition, data marketplaces offer cross-sectional functionality which includes metadata
management as well as handling issues of privacy and security. A condensed version of the
framework is illustrated in Fig. 2. Besides depicting the functionality within a data marketplace
it also shows which functionality is not part of the marketplace. This involves data governance
and management topics, as these concern the management as opposed to exchange of data,
as well as all topics which follow the acquisition of data, such as data preparation as these
are beyond the exchange of data. From our point of view the data marketplace is merely a
broker which offers data and can provide a stepping-stone to data-related tasks through training
courses or by providing infrastructure. While most of the functionality listed is also required in

1see https://www.tableau.com/
2see https://powerbi.microsoft.com/
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Figure 2 Data Marketplace Functionality Framework (Based on Eichler et al [16]).

other data marketplaces, we discuss in the following how some of the functionality may be
specifically relevant or require specialized solution approaches in the EDMP.

The role-based functionality is not necessarily specific to EDMPs, yet also required therein.
The consumer requires discovery features such as a search function and detailed description
of the offerings. They also need access to collaborational features to, e.g., rate or comment
on data and discuss the suitability of the offered data. Both the consumer and provider need
data trading features. These include features like order management, e.g., to request or provide
access to offered data, place requests for new data offerings, for consumers to manage their
acquired data and services, and for the provider to manage the running subscriptions on their
offered data and services. The provider also requires features for service publishing, such as a
service registration, e.g., for registering data in the marketplace, or data import features for
uploading data. Governance features are required by the provider to retain data sovereignty
and offer the data compliantly. Administration requires features to manage users and offerings
in the data marketplace.

In contrast, the metadata management functionality is distinctive in EDMPs. Data market-
places are metadata-driven platforms, therefore the handling of metadata is a central aspect
within these. It includes building a data catalog with an inventory of data and services offered,
the collection of metadata specific to these datasets such as descriptions, quality metrics, the
data model etc., and also storing marketplace-specific metadata on the marketplaces internal
processes like the purchase and search history therein. Companies already have infrastruc-
ture that collects and manages a wide variety of metadata, for instance, with tools such as
data catalogs or business glossaries [13]. In the company, the EDMP thus has significantly
more metadata at its disposal. Furthermore, the EDMP can be tailored to reflect enterprise
idiosyncrasies. For example, companies often have a company-internal “language,” i.e., specific
vocabulary, which is maintained through tools like business glossaries. By way of example, a
company may refer to an end product as “material.” Yet normally the term “material” refers
to a product’s elements. In an EDMP this vocabulary can be incorporated in the description
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of the dataset. In this sense, the EDMP is more flexible than other data marketplaces, which
cannot, for instance, support a “customized” language across various companies.

Like metadata management, privacy and security aspects are especially relevant in the
EDMP due to the scope and value of data that is registered in the EDMP. While selected
datasets are made available through an external data marketplace, the entire scope of company
data is registered in the EDMP, which includes both highly confidential and sensitive data. The
ISO/IEC 27000 series [28] defines standards for information security in companies, concerning
protection goals such as confidentiality, integrity, availability, and authenticity. Accordingly,
these protection goals also have to be addressed in an EDMP. Due to the intrinsic properties
of an EDMP, it is sufficient to use standard technologies for some of these protection goals.
For instance, an EDMP is less likely to be subjected to attacks such as distributed denial-of-
service attacks, as it is accessible to mainly internal and thus, more trusted users. Therefore, no
special protective measures are required for such types of attacks. The appropriate protective
measures for an EDMP may include data encryption for confidentiality [21], digital signatures
to realize data integrity [61], proof of retrieveability to address availability [24], and attribute-
based signatures to ensure authenticity [25]. Other protection goals such as privacy, are more
challenging to fulfill in the EDMP, as a significantly larger amount of privacy-relevant data has
to be taken into account which are requested for a variety of use cases. For instance, in order
to trade personal data regulations such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
require the consent of the data subject for this exchange [17]. The EDMP’s data includes most
of the personal data in the company, which was collected and approved for certain purposes.
Therefore, the EDMP has to ensure that it is used and shared for these purposes only, or in
an altered version to comply with the GDPR. That is, some parties may access the entire
datasets, other parties may access an anonymized or distorted version of the data, and some
may not be allowed to know that this data exist. However, by distorting the data the data quality
may be affected [3], e.g., by removing parts of the dataset or adding noise to the dataset. Yet,
a company may need to ensure privacy in accordance with GDPR in a variety of use cases
without compromising the quality of its data. For these reasons, issues of remaining compliant
with legal regulations like GDPR may be more challenging and significant in the EDMP. In
this regard, we have investigated topics like the demand-oriented generation of data products in
consideration of data privacy [51]. Data products can be generated using privacy filters for
extracting privacy critical information without distorting the overall data quality. For instance,
there are specialized privacy filters for location data [1, 4], images [18, 58], and time series
data [42, 44]. As this constitutes an extensive research area, security and privacy aspects are
subject to future work. In contrast, metadata aspects will be the focus of this paper and are
discussed in more detail in the following. This metadata is also relevant to decide which privacy
filters can and have to be applied to the underlying data in order to enable a trustworthy and
demand-oriented handling of the data [9].

4.3 Enterprise Integration Requirements
External marketplaces for trading data between organizations are often stand-alone marketplaces
and usually merely support a selective light-weight integration with enterprise internal systems.
In contrast, the EDMP should tightly integrate with a large variety of different enterprise IT
Systems in the company’s system landscape, in order to incorporate existent functionality as
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well as existent data and metadata. In this sense, we present the following set of integration
requirements.

To begin with, it should integrate with existing data management and storage systems.
This may include operational systems like ERP systems as well as analytical systems like data
warehouses or data lakes. The ability to reference data in various data management systems is
not per se specific to an EDMP. An EDMP should, however, be able to reflect peculiarities
of such a system or reflect data in a customized way according to the source system. For
instance, it could reflect a data lakes customized zone architecture such as Giebler et al [22]
and reference the data accordingly throughout the zones.

As mentioned previously, there are a variety of metadata management tools that are used to
manage data and the understanding thereof within a company. These tools include data catalogs,
business glossaries, and model repositories. Some of these tools provide functionality which
is required in a data marketplace. The data catalog, for example, contains a data inventory,
which is also required within a data marketplace. The business glossary and other tools contain
metadata which is relevant for finding, understanding and consequently choosing data for use.
This information can be reused within an EDMP. Therefore, the EDMP should tightly integrate
with the existent metadata management tool landscape, build on existing functionality and
incorporate the existing relevant metadata.

There are also administrative systems in companies such as identity management systems
for managing company employees, or systems that deal with the corresponding employee access
rights. By integrating with administrative tools single sign-on and authorization management
across source systems, including the EDMP is possible. The EDMP can then also access
existent information in the user profiles such as an employee’s clearance level and reuse this,
e.g., to filter appropriate search results.

5 Distinguishing the Enterprise Data Marketplace
Requirements from the Data Catalog

Having identified the distinct characteristics and requirements of the EDMP in the previous
sections, we clarify how the EDMP is different from a data catalog in this section. These
two tools are metadata-based systems [26, 59] and are very similar, due to an overlap in
functionality and offerings. Furthermore, the understanding of data catalogs has evolved in the
past years, and thereby, the discernment to the data marketplace has become less clear. Hence,
we intend to facilitate a uniform understanding of the EDMP throughout the rest of this work
by clarifying how these two tools differ.

Earlier definitions of data catalogs state that these are tools for maintaining an inventory of
datasets that are enriched with metadata in order to enable company employees to discover,
i.e., find and understand, data [59]. New datasets can be registered in the catalog by adding the
according metadata to the inventory. It also offers other functionality, e.g., for collaboration
through features like tagging, rating or commenting [34, 59]. As the EDMP is a platform to
exchange data, data also has to be found and understood before a user will request access.
Hence, the EDMP also has functionality to register and discover data as well as collaborative
features [16]. As shown in Fig. 3, the catalog and EDMP, therefore, both provide this
functionality. Having understood and selected the data, a user will want to gain access to it. In
this regard, the EDMP extends the original data catalog through features for managing data
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orders and access, i.e., requesting data, checking access rights and enabling access to data. In
terms of functionality the original data catalog supports data consumers to find and understand
data and the EDMP additionally supports gaining access. For the data providers, the catalog
enables sharing metadata whereas the EDMP enables sharing metadata as well as the data
through its additional order and access functionality.

Data catalogs have, however, evolved in the past years, so these are now also discussed in
the context of data access [34]. Thus, the discernment between the catalog and data marketplace
becomes unclear. Jahnke and Otto [29] create a topology of data catalog applications, in which
they identify the EDMP as one class of data catalog application. Therein, they identify the
EDMP as a modular solution that includes the data catalog as a module and an additional
brokerage module that enables describing and purchasing data products. This is conform to our
understanding as also depicted in Fig. 3, wherein, the data catalog is depicted as a component
of an EDMP. However, Jahnke and Otto [29] have also shown that almost 60% of data catalogs
now also offer data access functionality. In this regard, we claim, that a data catalog which has
evolved in such a way that it now also offers brokerage functionality for managing data orders
and access has turned into a rudimentary EDMP.

Besides the offered functionality, the data catalog and EDMP also differ in terms of services
offered to users. As explained in Sect. 4.1, the EDMP’s full scope of offerings includes Data-
as-a-Service, Infrastructure-as-a-Service, Software-as-a-Service, and Professional Services.
Basically, the data which can be attained through the EDMP can be acquired with, or provided
within infrastructure like a virtual machine or software like Tableau, and with a course, e.g.,
to learn how to integrate data. The data catalogs, preconditioned they support data access
functionality, only offer data-as-a-service. In this regard, the scope of offerings is broader in
the EDMP.

In short, some data catalogs are evolving into rudimentary EDMPs by providing functionality
for data access management, yet the fundamental purpose of data catalogs remains to foster
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data transparency by providing a data inventory and enable connecting data supply and demand
through data discovery [29]. The EDMP, in addition, aims to achieve data democratization by
also supporting the data consumers in the data usage.

If data catalogs continue to progress in such a way that data brokerage becomes their
focus and the previously mentioned offerings are also included, we claim that these no longer
represent data catalogs, but rather the advanced form, i.e., the EDMP and should be renamed
as such. Throughout the rest of this work, the data catalog is, therefore, referred to as a tool
for data discovery, so that the EDMP serves as an extension through data order and access
management functionality for both providers and consumers, as depicted in Fig. 3. How the
catalog and the EDMP can be combined to complement each other is discussed in more detail
in the following sections.

6 Platform Architecture
As outlined in Sect. 2, data marketplace architectures presented in literature thus far provide
various perspectives on required components and the component-interactions. These include
architectures that illustrate how data marketplaces can be implemented with blockchain [43, 48],
architectures that position the data marketplace in IoT ecosystems [46], or architectures that
focus on matching supply and demand through a so called data market management system [19].
So far, the mentioned architectures have not considered the special features and requirements
of an EDMP.

Therefore, we present a platform architecture that reflects the components of an EDMP,
displayed in Fig. 4. Components that are potentially distinctive in the EDMP, e.g., in regard
to implementation aspects, are highlighted in grey. How this EDMP platform integrates into
the existent system landscape and how the components interact therein is discussed in the
following Sect. 7.

The architecture distinguishes frontend and backend components. The frontend is responsi-
ble for offering functionality to the EDMP participants and the backend for implementing this
functionality through a variety of services. The frontend and backend components communi-
cate with each other, e.g., via REST through an API Gateway. In addition, there are storage
components for metadata and data. Components labeled as tools or platforms may already
exist as standalone solutions within an enterprise. This is a unique characteristic within the
enterprise and can be exploited by tightly integrating the EDMP with the existent solutions as
specified in Sect. 4.3. Alternatively, the features of these components can also be implemented
within the according backend services yielding a self-sufficient EDMP.

6.1 Frontend
The EDMP functionality is available to the roles, data consumer, data provider, and administrator
in the frontend through, e.g., a graphical user interface and/or an API. It includes the
functionality as described Sect. 4.2 and as listed in the functionality framework [16]. Namely,
this is data discovery, data trading, and collaboration functionality for the data consumer, and
complementary, offerings registration and governance functionality for the data provider, as
well as user and offerings management for the administrators. Since the functionality from the
cross-sectional areas, i.e., metadata management and privacy, security and compliance, is not
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directly accessible to users, it is not represented in the frontend. These are addressed indirectly
throughout the backend services.

6.2 Backend
The backend provides a variety of services according to the functionality offered through
the frontend. The services partially build on and communicate with each other, e.g., via a
message broker. There are services for authentication, discovery, order, security, transaction,
access, offerings and collaboration functionality. The authentication service is responsible for
managing user access to the EDMP and in this sense handles the registration and login. Search
functionality together with a detailed view on offerings is provided through the discovery
service. To facilitate trading, several services are required. The creation, monitoring and
management of orders and subscriptions is handled through the order service. The security
service deals with permission and provision approvals for the orders. This entails topics such as
the verification whether a user has appropriate access rights for data with a higher security class.
If any form of monetary transaction is called for, this is dealt with by the transaction service,
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and the access service is accountable for creating and managing access methods such as data
base access, or access-links to data. The offerings service is responsible for the registration
of any kind of service as described Sect. 4.1, i.e., data, training courses etc. It adds the data
offerings to the data catalog which maintains a data inventory, with according metadata relevant
for finding and understanding data and stores additional metadata which is not associated with
the catalog, e.g., metadata for accessing the offerings, in the metadata repository. Lastly, the
collaboration service takes care of any form of interaction on the offerings such as comments,
use-case-documentations or ratings.

6.3 Enterprise Data Marketplace Tailored Components
The components highlighted in gray in Fig. 4 are required in all data marketplaces, but can
be specifically tailored to the enterprise setting, and are therefore termed as EDMP tailored
components. For instance, the components marked as tools can be implemented as part of the
data marketplace, producing a stand-alone solution which could be used in an external context.
These components can, however, already exist within an enterprise, and could therefore be
reused and integrated in the EDMP.

The component employee/user management is responsible for the identity management and
authentication of users, meaning, enterprise employees and invited business partners that have
access to the EDMP. Essentially this is the user database. In terms of the data democratization
goal, getting access through, e.g., a user account, should be easy and attainable for the
employees. As mentioned previously, companies usually have tools to manage information on
their employees, such as Employee Database Software3 which offers a directory of employee
profiles and functionality to structure and secure employee data including personal information,
qualifications, skills and so on. As the EDMP will require an extract of exactly this metadata, it
can be built on such an existing tool instead of recording the same information twice.

Closely related is the component employee access rights management, which handles the
users authorization, e.g., for various tools and platforms and potentially specific actions therein.
Through it users can apply for, attain and manage these rights. Like before, there are tools for
this on the market that are already used within the enterprises such as Access Rights Manager4
and could be integrated into the EDMP.

A data catalog such as Alation5 is a tool for maintaining a data inventory and amongst
others, offers discovery, administration and governance functionality [34, 59]. Within the
marketplace this inventory would reflect the offered data and services like training courses,
with according metadata like a content description, the owner, who may access and use it
and so on. This inventory can be maintained as part of the marketplace’s metadata repository,
or could be maintained within an external tool. As companies are in the process of building
and maintaining data catalogs [13] the stored information could be reused within the EDMP
as opposed to doubling the inventory with collected metadata and functionality. As a data
marketplace requires more metadata for data trading than is normally collected within data
catalogs this requires a distinction of data which is registered in the data catalog, i.e., a data
asset, and data which is explicitly registered in the marketplace, i.e., a data product [16]. This
distinction is illustrated in Fig. 5. The product has been prepared for sharing and therefore,

3see https://www.scnsoft.com/software-development/databases/employee
4see https://www.solarwinds.com/de/access-rights-manager
5see https://www.alation.com/
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provides an extended set of metadata to the asset that explicitly enables the exchange of data,
such as information on the license, price, or access options. As discussed in Eichler et al [16]
this differentiation of data assets and products and the integration of an existent catalog supports
and relieves the data provider, who has the potentially laborious task of making data known
and providing provisioning options.

The metadata repository stores the metadata which is relevant for operating the EDMP. As
data marketplaces are metadata driven platforms [26] this is an essential component. What
metadata is maintained in the EDMPs varies depending on whether the above mentioned tools
are integrated in the EDMP, or if it is implemented as a stand-alone solution. Besides metadata
for cataloging the offerings, user information and access rights, the metadata repository may
store metadata on, e.g., the order process, the purchase history, transaction history, or search
history.

As explained in Sect. 3.2 an EDMP may have a hybrid architecture with both a centralized
and decentralized data storage. Most of the offered data should be referenced in the according
storage systems, in order to support the scope of most enterprise data, and is therefore, part
of the decentralized storage. However, if there is no storage system that can be referenced for
certain data, there is the option of loading the data directly into the integrated auxiliary data
storage of the EDMP. This data storage may be omitted if such data can be loaded into and
provided through an external system like a data lake.

The extent to which the EDMP distinctive components constitute an independent tool or
have to be implemented in the EDMP also depends on the existing system and tool landscape
in the company which we discuss in the following section.

7 Enterprise Integration
In this section, we explain how the EDMP can integrate into a company’s existent system and
tool landscape, as depicted in Fig. 6, and how this integration can be advantageous. This is
distinctive for the EDMP, as stand-alone marketplaces, for instance, for trading data between
companies are usually not connected with the various data management systems within the
participating companies. For one, this would be challenging for reasons of data security
and privacy, but also because the participating organizations have a wide variety of system
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landscapes that the data marketplace would have to be able to reflect. The typical integration
scenarios are derived from our previous work in [13, 15, 16].

Only a few architectures presented in literature consider the marketplace in the context of a
company’s internal system or tool landscape. Gröger [26] presents the core elements of a data
ecosystem with an EDMP, yet states that implementation and integration aspects are yet to be
investigated. Wells [56] roughly highlights which technologies are needed within the EDMP
components, i.e., data lake management, data pipeline management, data catalogs and data
preparation. How the EDMPs interact with existing tools that implement these technologies is
not discussed. Therefore, we address this topic in this section.

7.1 Integration with Data Sources
To begin with, we would like to illustrate how the EDMP will be integrated with or reference
data within the enterprise source systems. This does not concern the integration of data, but the
exchange between the EDMP and these systems. As can be seen in Fig. 6, a wide variety of data
sources, such as operational systems, e.g., ERP systems, and analytical systems, such as data
lakes, are registered in a data catalog, as currently set up and maintained in many companies [13].
The EDMP references these systems via the data catalog. As discussed previously, only data
that cannot be referenced in any external system is loaded and stored in the EDMP. If data
cannot be provided in the source systems, there is also the option that these are transferred into
another system such as a data lake. The EDMP can then grant access to this new system.

7.2 Integration with Tools
As stated previously, many companies have a variety of tools that provide functionality which
is partly required in the EDMP. This includes functionality in tools for managing data and
metadata, or administrative tools. Figure 6 indicates how the EDMP interacts with these tool
groups.

As the EDMP is a metadata-driven tool [26] most of its functionality is based on metadata.
An example of this is the data inventory, which consists of metadata listing available datasets
with information such as the storage location. Apart from the auxiliary data store, the EDMP
does not interact with the actual data, only with the according metadata. As can be seen in 6,
metadata is collected and maintained in the company through metadata management tools such
as data catalogs, business glossaries, for defining business terms and term relations [27], model
repositories with semantic data models which are integrated with the business glossary [13]
and so on. These metadata are relevant in the selection process of a dataset. As described in
Eichler et al [15], the distribution of metadata across a wide range of tools is a challenge for
data consumers in the process of finding relevant data. For this reason, the EDMP requests the
metadata from these tools and provides it in an integrated view. This is a read-only process on
these tools. The data catalog is an exception in this context. Since an inventory of data records
is already maintained in the catalog, the EDMP builds on this inventory, i.e. when new data is
registered in the EDMP, it creates an entry in the existing data catalog for the new dataset, and
thus performs a write operation. Although the EDMP extracts metadata from these tools, it is
important to note that the metadata will continue to be maintained by the employees within the
respective tools. The exception being the data catalog, which metadata is maintained through
both the EDMP and catalog. Therefore, the introduction of the EDMP does not change the entire
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metadata management workflow and the EDMP does not need to provide the functionality of
all these different tools. Also, while a consumer can find an integrated version of the metadata
in the EDMP, it is still possible to view this metadata in the individual tools.

There are also data management tools that collect metadata. These include for instance, ETL
tools that can reflect data lineage, or quality management platforms that amongst other things
collect quality metrics such as a datasets completeness. As with the other tools, the EDMP can
extract metadata from these tools and provide it in the integrated view if these are of interest in
the data selection process. Furthermore, as explained in Sect. 4.2, the EDMP is a broker for
data between consumers and producers, and does not provide functionality for processing data.
It can however, provide the data within an instance of such a tool, e.g., in Tableau, or transfer
the consumer to tools with required functionality like data preparation after data acquisition.

In addition to the data and metadata management tools, the EDMP is integrated with
administrative tools for, e.g., identity management. Thereby, employees only need to acquire
the rights to access the EDMP, and the EDMP can then extract employee information from
these tools. Based on the extracted information it can for instance, display only those records
that match the employee’s clearance level.

7.3 Enterprise Integration Advantages
Integrating the EDMP in the enterprise system and tool landscape has several advantages. For
one, existent functionality is reused. By building on the existent tools, the EDMP does not
double functionality such as access rights management which also avoids the EDMP becoming
a jack of all trades monolithic application. Also, there is a comprehensive view on metadata. If
metadata collected throughout various tools is displayed in an integrated view in the EDMP
this provides holistic information on the data. It is, however, important to note that integrating
the EDMP with metadata management tools, as well as the integration of the metadata itself
is a complex topic which elicits a variety of challenges including the classic data integration
problems. Another advantage of integrating the EDMP in the enterprise is a reduction in
metadata management effort and errors. By reusing metadata already collected within other
tools, there is no additional effort for maintaining a redundant set of metadata in the EDMP.
This reduces the workload of the data providers that only have to maintain the metadata in one
system and is also less error-prone. More information on this can be found in Eichler et al [16].
Finally, there is less redundant data. The same is true for the data, when referencing data within
the data sources as opposed to uploading the data redundantly in the EDMP, there is less effort
on behalf of the providers, reduced storage-cost, no synchronization-efforts and so on.

8 Prototypical Demonstration
To evaluate the presented EDMP concepts, validate their feasibility and further examine the
idiosyncrasies of marketplaces used within enterprises, we implemented an EDMP prototype.
The prototype yields the basis for conducting an experiment for evaluating the impact of
introducing an EDMP in the company, as presented in the following Sect. 9. Mainly the aspects
required for validating the presented concepts and evaluating the EDMP’s impact in a company
are implemented in this prototype. An overview of the prototype is presented in Sect. 8.1.
Section 8.2 demonstrates three typical data marketplace application cases, namely: registering
data, searching for, and then requesting access, i.e., ordering this data.
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8.1 Prototype Overview
We based the choice of tools for the prototype on non-commercial and open-source tools
because we want to enable free usability and customization. As depicted in Fig. 7, a source
system landscape is represented by a variety of database types and a data lake. The databases
include the document store MongoDB6, the object-relational database PostgreSQL7, the
columnar database Cassandra8 and the key-value database Redis9. These databases contain
a variety of structured, semi- and unstructured sample datasets. In order to explore how an
EDMP can reflect the characteristics of specific system types, we have also implemented a data
lake. It is realized as a conglomeration of storage systems, including the Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS)10 and PostgreSQL, and is based on the data lake zone model by Giebler
et al [22]. Apache Airflow11, a workflow management tool, is used to coordinate processes for
moving the data into the appropriate zones based on three exemplary use cases.

The data sources are registered in the open source data catalog apache Atlas12. Amongst
others, it provides governance and metadata management functionality for building a catalog
of data assets. Besides classic metadata such as a content description, our Atlas instance
also reflects system specific metadata such as the mapping of data assets to data lake zones.
Next to the data catalog we introduced Apache GriFFin13 into our tool landscape. It is a data
quality solution which can measure data quality metrics such as the completeness, accuracy or
timeliness of datasets. GriFFin tracks quality metrics on a selection of datasets in our source
system landscape.

6see https://www.mongodb.com
7see https://www.postgresql.org
8see https://cassandra.apache.org
9see https://redis.io
10see https://hadoop.apache.org
11see https://airflow.apache.org
12see https://atlas.apache.org
13see https://griffin.apache.org
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The EDMP itself is implemented with the Spring framework14 based on a micro services
architecture including an authentication, discovery, order, security, access and offerings service.
The services communicate via the message broker RabbitMQ15. EDMP specific metadata is
stored in a Neo4J16 graph database and the metadata is modeled according to our metadata
model HANDLE [14].

8.2 Application Case Demonstration
Based on three standard application cases of data marketplaces, derived from our previous
work in Eichler et al [15] and Eichler et al [16], we demonstrate how the EDMP components
and enterprise tools interact with each other. In this regard, we present the application case of
registering data in the company, how this data can be searched for and found, and finally, ordered.
Individual steps of these application cases are exemplified with screenshots of the prototype.

8.2.1 Application Case 1 – Registering Data:
In order for an EDMP to become effective it needs to have an assortment of offerings. The
registration process is different depending on whether the EDMP integrates with an existent
data catalog or not, as illustrated in Fig. 8. With a data catalog, a data provider has two options.
They can register data through the EDMP as shown in Fig. 8 on the left hand side. They enter
asset metadata, meaning, descriptive metadata relevant for understanding the data through a
form in step 1. The offerings service then creates an according entry for the data asset in the
data catalog, i.e., Atlas, in step 2. At this point the provider can stop as this dataset can be found
in the EDMP by potential consumers. Yet, this data is missing product metadata relevant for
acquiring it [16]. This could be for instance, the allowed usage, a license, price or subscription
or provisioning options. In our prototype this product metadata is added through the product
registration wizard as shown in Fig. 9. This constitutes step 3. The product metadata is specific

14see https://spring.io
15see https://www.rabbitmq.com
16see https://neo4j.com
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Figure 9 Prototype – Data Product Registration Wizard.

to data trading and thus stored in the EDMP by the offerings service in step 4. At this point the
data is ready to be ordered and provisioned to consumers.

Alternatively, the provider can register data directly in the catalog. This is illustrated as
provider option 2 in the middle of Fig. 8. As the EDMP is integrated with the catalog this entry
can be found in the EDMP, yet, once the data is requested by a consumer, the provider will be
prompted to add the product metadata through the EDMP, continuing option 1 at step 3.

If the EDMP does not build on an existent data catalog there is no distinction between data
assets and data products and the provider only has the option of registering the data through the
EDMP, step 1, which will store it in the EDMP’s inventory in the metadata repository, step 2,
as shown in Fig. 8 on the right.

8.2.2 Application Case 2 – Searching for Data:
After registering data in the EDMP it can be found, as displayed in Fig. 10. The consumer enters
a request into the frontend search in step 1. Based on the search string the discovery service
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collects entries from the data catalog, in our case Atlas, in step 2. Then it collects additional
metadata such as product metadata from the metadata store and according metadata from other
tools such as quality metadata from GriFFin in step 3. A list of search results is returned to
the consumer in step 4. As shown in Fig. 11 the single results can be expanded to provide
an information page. In this case, the key-value attributes displayed in the central field are
extracted from Atlas, whereas the quality metrics are extracted from GriFFin. This information
page is one of the features that sets the EDMP apart from external data marketplaces, as
it demonstrates how the EDMP can tightly integrate with the existent tools as described in
Sect. 7 and thus, provides a comprehensive view on data assets and products by leveraging and
integrating the existent metadata.

Figure 11 Prototype – Data Asset Information Page.
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8.2.3 Application Case 3 – Ordering Data:
In the EDMP’s detailed-view-page on data the consumer can add the data to a shopping cart
and order it to gain access which is illustrated as step 1. To issue the order the consumer also
specifies the intended usage and choses the provisioning option. Figure 12 demonstrates how
once the order is submitted the order service checks if the chosen dataset is valid through
the discovery service in step 2. After this has been verified the order service transfers the
request to the security service in step 3 though which the consumer’s permission to access
this dataset is checked. For example, this includes a check if the consumer has an adequate
clearance level for the dataset’s specified security class. If all is adequate, the order services
notifies the data owner that they have a new access request. The owner can then grant or deny
permission in step 4 based on, e.g., the specified usage information. If monetization is involved
the order service initiates the transaction process in step 5 through which an invoice is sent to
the consumer. When the transactions are completed the order service forwards the request to
the access service as part of step 6. The access service deals with data provisioning options, for
example, depending on the chosen and available provisioning options, the access service could
create and store an access link which is then forwarded to the consumer in step 7 through the
order service. The consumer can now access the ordered data.

Based on the three application cases and the prototype, we have demonstrated how the
platform architecture introduced in Sect. 6 can be implemented, how the components interact
and how different processes unfold in the EDMP as well as how the EDMP can be integrated
with external tools like Atlas and GriFFin. Furthermore, the EDMP prototype, as well as second
and third application case presented in this section provide the basis for evaluating the impact
of introducing an EDMP into the company tool landscape, discussed in the following section.

9 Evaluating an Enterprise Data Marketplace
We stipulate throughout this work that the EDMP improves the workflows of data consumers
and data providers. In order to verify these assumptions, we leveraged the EDMP prototype
described in the previous section to conduct an experiment. The experiment was designed to
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test the extent to which an EDMP supports and relieves the data consumer in the process of
finding and requesting access to data, as described in the Sect. 8.2.2 and 8.2.3.

The research question we aim to resolve reads: Does the use of an EDMP improve the data
consumer process of finding, understanding, and requesting access to data? In this context, we
hypothesize that the use of an EDMP improves the consumer process in terms of efficiency,
effectiveness, and complexity. We expect that the process will be more efficient, meaning it will
involve significantly less time. We also expect that more of the consumers might be effective in
the sense that they request access to data that fully matches their requirements, i.e., the correct
data assets or products. The complexity signifies how challenging it is for the consumers to
identify and request access to data, and how intuitive, laborious and cumbersome they find
the overall process. While the efficiency and effectiveness are quantitative dimensions, the
complexity is concerned with the portrayal of the qualitative user perspective. By determining
these three measures within the scope of the experiment, we will be able to evaluate whether it
is worthwhile to launch an EDMP based on the data consumer’s point of view. In Sect. 9.1
to 9.3, we outline the experiment design, present the results of the experiment, and provide a
discussion and conclusion of the results, respectively.

9.1 Experiment Design
To evaluate whether the EDMP improves the consumer process we want to compare the
consumer processes of finding and requesting access to data with and without the use of
an EDMP. In order that the participants would not already know which dataset to request
after performing one of the two variants, we used two identically structured sets of data, that,
however, reflect different topic domains. We therefore introduced two scenarios, one without
and one with the use of an EDMP. Both scenarios were set in the same enterprise tool and
system landscape, except that in one scenario one additional tool was available, i.e., the EDMP.
Both scenarios were performed by the same participants, and in both scenarios the participants
received the same task, i.e., to find and request access to a specific dataset based on the same
set of requirements. The main difference between the two scenarios therefore is the workflow
for performing the same task with a different set of tools, i.e., with and without an EDMP. In
the following, we provide more details on the data, participants, and procedure involved in the
two experiment scenarios, as well as how measurements were taken.

Data: For each of the scenarios, 55 datasets were entered in the prototypical system landscape
introduced in Sect. 8.1 and registered in the data catalog. As in a real-world setting quality
information is not available for every dataset, the quality tool calculated different metrics on a
selection of these datasets. To ensure comparability between the scenarios, the structure and
relationship between the datasets within the scenarios were the same, i.e., both scenarios had
the same lineage graph. Participants were only given access to metadata on these datasets
during the experiment, thus details on the content of the data are not relevant at this point.

Participants: The experiment was conducted with twelve computer scientists. By choosing
subjects that are active within the computer science domain we ensured that the subjects have
a basic understanding of what data and data analytics constitute and that they know how to
operate a variety of tools, in this case, tools in the context of data management. We thereby
eliminate the issue of results being biased due to lacking knowledge of what metadata might
be, what the metadata means, or a lacking skill in operating software systems.
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Figure 13 The Workflow and Tools Without the Use of an Enterprise Data Marketplace.

Procedure: In both scenarios the participants were tasked to act as data consumers and to
find and request access to data. They were given a set of requirements that the data should
fulfill. All participants were subjected to both scenarios, from which follows that we chose a
“within-subject design” [8], where each participant receives each treatment. This design was
chosen so the performance of participants could be compared in both scenarios and so they
could be asked to compare the scenarios. To avoid learning effects influencing the results of the
second scenario, we switched the order of the two scenarios for 50% of the participants. Hence,
50% started with the marketplace scenario and moved on the scenario without a marketplace,
and the other 50% vice versa. Tribal knowledge in companies is often exchanged verbally
amongst colleagues. Therefore, one of the authors of this work was available for questions
in the role of a colleague working on the same topics throughout the entire experiment, to
simulate an environment with co-workers. The two scenarios, the specific tasks, and the tools
and system landscapes used therein are presented in the following.

Scenario 1 – Without the Use of an EDMP (S1): This scenario presents the reference
scenario in which no EDMP is available to the data consumers. Relating to the prototypical
enterprise tool and system landscape as presented in Sect. 8.1 the participants only get access to
the data catalog Apache Atlas and the data quality (DQ) tool Apache GriFFin. In this scenario,
the participants represented data scientists working for an IT department working on optimizing
public transport schedules. They were given the information that daily reports on buses and
trains are stored, recording the intended schedules and GPS location data. Furthermore, they
were informed that their company uses a data catalog and other tools such as a business
glossary and a data quality platform that contain further metadata. They were also given contact
information of a colleague for questions regarding any of the above topics. The specified task
in this setting involved finding and requesting access to one of the above mentioned bus or
train reports. Only one quality requirement was given specifying that this dataset should be at
least 95% accurate. As a starting point, they were given a link to the data catalog tool together
with user account details.

Figure 13 depicts the workflow they had to figure out to find and request the according data
asset. The participants first had to search in the data catalog to find the according data asset
based on the name and content description. After realizing that the required metadata on the data
quality was not provided through the data catalog, they had to figure out that this metadata is
provided through another tool, i.e., the DQ tool. They were then provided with a form to request
access to the DQ tool. In companies, access to a tool often has to be granted by a supervisor,
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Figure 14 The Workflow and Tools with the Use of an Enterprise Data Marketplace.

which usually takes some time. In the experiment, this was simulated by a one-minute timer
after which access details were given to the participants. As, similar to a real-world setting, the
metadata is not integrated across the tools, the participants had to decipher which entries in the
quality tool belong with which entries in the data catalog. Based on this, they could find a data
asset with the required data accuracy. Having identified the required data asset, the participants
then had to work out how to request access. For this, the e-mail address of the data owner was
provided in the data catalog. After writing an e-mail, the participants were sent a form through
which they could request access to the chosen data asset. This scenario simulates a real-world
environment in which the tools for searching, understanding, and accessing of data have not
been integrated to enable a consistent workflow. As can be seen in Fig. 13 the participants had
to find and use a variety of tools and forms, and were reliant on tribal knowledge of colleagues.

Scenario 2 – With the Use of an EDMP (S2): In this scenario, the participants worked with
the EDMP prototype as described in Sect. 8. The setting of this scenario also involved them
working as a data scientist in an IT department, this time working on a predictive maintenance
use case in a company that manufactures vehicles. The participants were given the information
that data from various sensors is collected and error messages from the individual sensors
are collected and jointly stored per day in a report for the individual production steps. The
participants were also informed that the company tool landscape includes an EDMP.

Like in scenario S1, the participants were tasked with finding one of the above mentioned
reports. Again, only one quality requirement was given, stating that the data should be at least
95% complete. As a starting point, the participants were given a link to the EDMP prototype.
The EDMP prototype is integrated with the data catalog and DQ tool, therefore, all the required
metadata was available through the marketplace. The workflow for this scenario therefore
entailed three steps as shown in Fig. 14, all of which could be conducted within the EDMP
prototype. The participants first had to use the marketplace search bar to identify a data asset
according to the task description. Having found an appropriate data asset, they could add this
to the shopping cart in the EDMP. The last step involved filling out and submitting the form to
request access in the shopping cart.

Measures: To determine whether the hypothesis holds true, the three metrics, efficiency,
effectiveness, and complexity had to be measured. The efficiency relates to the time required to
perform the assigned task. We, therefore, logged when which step was started and completed.
Based on this log, we could ascertain how long the steps for finding data and requesting data
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(a) Find Process (b) Access Request Process
Figure 15 Time Required for the Find and Access Request Process in both Scenarios.

took in both scenarios. The effectiveness can be measured based on whether the correct datasets
were requested within the scenarios. In order to determine the complexity of the consumer
processes with and without a data marketplace, we had the participants fill out a questionnaire
after each scenario with the same set of questions. After completing the second scenario
they also filled out a third questionnaire comparing the two scenarios. There were three sets
of questions in the scenario-specific questionnaires. The first set concerned the process for
finding data, the second set, the process for requesting access, and the third set the overall
process. For instance, the participants were asked to disclose whether they found the process
intuitive, cumbersome, or laborious, and if it was clear which steps had to be followed for
identifying the relevant dataset, or to request access to this dataset. For most of the questions
a Likert scale was used to record the answer, in this case with the options: strongly agree,
agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly disagree. Additionally the participants had to specify
whether they asked for guidance through a yes/no question. The complexity is deduced based
on a set of the above-mentioned aspects. The first being how intuitive the participants found
the process and whether or not it was clear which steps had to be followed to complete the
tasks. Also, if the participants found the processes cumbersome, is factored in, meaning the
process might have been easy, but entailed many unnecessary steps. Similarly, how laborious
they found the process, referring to whether it was resource-intensive in the sense of, e.g., time-
consumption. How many participants required guidance to complete the task is also considered
in the complexity metric. Lastly, aspects like the variance in time the participants required to
complete the task may also indicate that people found the process more or less complex.

9.2 Results
In this section, we provide the experiment results for the three dimensions of the hypothesis:
efficiency, effectiveness, and complexity. The results are discussed in the following Sect. 9.3.

Efficiency: The time it took the participants to find and request access to the data throughout the
two scenarios, with and without an EDMP, is visualized in Fig. 15. As can be seen on the left
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Figure 16 Scenario Runtime Comparison.

in Fig. 15a, the participants identified the correct data asset in a time range from 7:54 min up to
20:36 min in scenario S1, without an EDMP. The mean therein is a duration of 12:14 min. In
scenario S2, with the EDMP, the time span for identifying the data asset ranges from 2:57 min
to 10:00 min, the mean therein being 5:33 min. The time required for requesting access to the
identified data asset is shown in Fig. 15b. In scenario S1, without the EDMP, this step took
between 4:02 min and 9:30 min, with a mean of 6:40 min. Requesting data in scenario S2,
with the EDMP, required between 0:32 min and 1:17 min, with a mean of 0:53 min. There
is one outlier, representing a participant that required 2:26 min to request the data asset. In
both steps, it can also be observed that the distribution of the values for scenario S1, without
an EDMP, is larger than for the processes in scenario S2, with an EDMP. This is especially
pronounced in the process of requesting access.

Figure 16 displays the average times for the individual processes, finding in blue, requesting
access in grey, as well as the average time it took to complete the entire process for both
scenarios. The average time to complete scenario S1, without the EDMP, was 20:41 min.
Therein the average time to find the data asset was 13:57 min and 6:44 min to request access
to this data asset. In scenario S2, with the EDMP, the overall average time is measured at

(a) Find Process (b) Access Request Process
Figure 17 Participants Perception Comparison: is the Consumer Process in the Scenarios Intuitive, Cumbersome, or
Laborious.
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Figure 18 A Comparison of the Required Guidance in the Two Scenarios.

6:42 min. Finding the data asset took an average of 5:42 min and requesting this data asset an
average of 1:00 min.

Effectiveness: In terms of effectiveness, 100% of the participants requested access to the
correct data assets according to the given requirements in both scenarios.

Complexity: Figure 17 depicts the results of the two questionnaires the participants filled out
after completing each scenario. The bars reflect the average answer given for each question.
The results were quantified by allotting each response option in the Likert scale to an according
number, i.e., 1 for strongly disagree, 2 for disagree, etc. While this enables quantifying the
results given throughout the questionnaires more precisely we will discuss the rounded average
in the following. Regarding the statement that the process for finding and understanding data is
intuitive, the participants disagree in scenario S1, without the EDMP, and agree in scenario S2,
with the EDMP. For both the statements that this process to find data is cumbersome or
laborious, the participants agree in scenario S1 and disagree in scenario S2. As illustrated in
Fig. 17b, the results concerning the access request process are similar. The participants disagree
that the access request process in scenario S1, without the EDMP, is intuitive, yet strongly
agree that it is intuitive in scenario S2, with the EDMP. They also agree that the access request
process was cumbersome and laborious in scenario S1, yet disagree that this is the case in
scenario S2. Furthermore, the average answers given to the statement that it is clear which steps
had to be followed to complete the processes yielded a disagree for the find and access process
in scenario S1, without the EDMP. In contrast in scenario S2 with the EDMP, the participants
agree concerning the finding process and strongly agree for the access request process.

Figure 18 depicts that out of a dozen participants all required and asked for guidance to
find and request data in scenario S1. Not one participant completed the scenario independently.
In comparison, only three participants required guidance in scenario S2, and nine were able to
complete the process independently.

Having completed both scenarios the participants filled in a third questionnaire with only
two questions comparing both scenarios. As before the Likert Scale results were quantified.
Table 2 lists the rounded mean result of the questions regarding the simplification of the
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consumer process with the use of an EDMP. The participants agree that the EDMP simplified
the process for finding and understanding data, and strongly agree that it simplifies requesting
access to the data.

9.3 Experiment Discussion and Conclusion
In this section we evaluate whether the use of an EDMP improves the efficiency, effectiveness,
and complexity of the consumer process and consequently, whether the hypothesis for this
experiment holds true. To this end, the results of scenario S1 and scenario S2 are compared.
For this comparison, the scenarios were designed as similarly as possible, involving the same
task with the same requirement, identically structured sets of data, and the same participants.
They differed mainly in their workflow, which is based on the use of different tools, i.e., once
with and once without an EDMP.

Efficiency: With an average of 5:42 min, as opposed to 13:57 min, the process for finding data
is more than twice as fast with an EDMP. Although the fastest person in scenario S1, without
an EDMP, is faster than the slowest person in scenario S2, with an EDMP, the smaller standard
deviation in scenario S2 still indicates that people are generally faster with the EDMP. This is
most likely the case as the required metadata, i.e., content descriptions and quality metrics
were supplied and integrated within the EDMP. Therefore, the EDMP can also offer additional
filter functionality in its discovery service, e.g., to filter for data with a specific completeness
level. Furthermore, the participants only had to figure out how to operate one tool as opposed to
several. The EDMP therefore not only offers a variety of metadata in one place but also provides
additional search functionality and supports the workflow for finding data throughout one tool.

Similarly, the process to request access to data is faster in the EDMP with an average of
1:00 min as opposed to 6:42 min without an EDMP. Not only were all participants faster in
scenario S2, but as visible in Fig. 15b, the standard deviation for scenario S2 is a lot smaller
than for scenario S1, indicating that the participants were similarly fast with little deviation.
This time difference is most likely due to two factors: Firstly, in scenario S2 the participants
did not have to figure out how to request the data as in scenario S1, but were guided through
the process. Secondly, in scenario S1 the access request workflow involved several tools and
forms which were not integrated, making the process more complex and therefore more time
consuming. In contrast, in scenario S2 the EDMP supported the workflow in one tool.

We can therefore deduce that the overall consumer process with the use of an EDMP is
more efficient, with an average duration of 6:42 min, than without an EDMP, with the average
duration of 20:41 min.

Table 2 Process Simplified through Enterprise Data Marketplace.

Question Result (Mean)

Simplified finding and understanding agree

Simplified requesting data strongly agree

Options: strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree
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Effectiveness: Since in both scenarios the correct data assets were requested in 100% of
the cases, we cannot definitively deduce with these parameters that the EDMP increases the
effectiveness of the data consumer. We assume that the extended time to find data enabled the
same level of effectiveness. Had there been a time constraint, we assume the participants would
not have had the time to familiarize themselves with both tools and the provided metadata and,
therefore, might have requested a data asset that met some but not all of the requirements. In
this experiment, the choice would most likely have been based on the content description in the
data catalog, whereas the quality information, which was harder to attain, would most likely
have been disregarded. Therefore, with enough time, both scenarios are equally effective, but
with a time constraint, we assume that the marketplace would be more effective.

Complexity: Given that in the EDMP context the participants on average agree that the process
to find data is intuitive and strongly agree that the access request process is intuitive, whereas
they disagree on both accounts without the EDMP, we deduce that the EDMP increases the
intuitiveness of the consumer process. We argue that this is due to the fact that it integrates
with the available tools and thereby offers an integrated view on metadata, and also supports
the overall workflow of the data consumer process. Thereby, the users are guided through a set
of steps as opposed to having to decipher the next steps by themselves. This is also reflected in
the average answers given whether it was clear which steps had to be followed to complete the
processes. We assume that the access request process was especially intuitive to the participants
as the data was ordered as in online shops through the usual shopping cart workflow. Based on
these results we conclude that the use of an EDMP makes the consumer process more intuitive
and, therefore, less complex.

As the consumer process was perceived as less cumbersome and laborious in scenario S2,
the EDMP seems to decrease the complexity also in this regard. Furthermore, as all participants
required guidance in scenario S1, whereas only three required guidance in scenario S2 and
nine conducted the process without help, this also underlines that the process is less complex
with an EDMP. Lastly, the greater standard deviations for the find and access request process
for scenario S1, as illustrated in Fig. 15, suggests that the participants were challenged to
varying degrees. Since the standard deviation with an EDMP is reduced, it can be argued that
the marketplace reduces complexity so that the performance of the participants converges.

As the consumer process is more intuitive, less cumbersome and laborious, requires less
guidance, and reduces the deviation in performance, we conclude that the consumer process
becomes less complex through the use of an EDMP.

Lessons Learned: In the scope of this experiment, we have established that an EDMP makes
the data consumer process more efficient and less complex. The hypothesis that this marketplace
improves the process in terms of efficiency, effectiveness, and complexity, does not hold

Table 3 Hypothesis Evaluation: The Enterprise Data Marketplace Improves the Consumer
Process in Terms of Efficiency, Effectiveness, and Complexity.

Efficiency Effectiveness Complexity

✔ – ✔

✔ improved, – unchanged
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true, as only two out of these three aspects are improved, as summarized in Table 3. The
effectiveness is not explicitly improved or reduced, it remains the same with and without an
EDMP. Yet, we assume that given a time constraint for finding data the EDMP would be
more effective. Based on the results of this experiment, we conclude that the introduction
of an EDMP significantly benefits data consumers. In the context of a companies’ goal to
democratize their data, the consumer process relates to the data democratization dimension
one, which involves the accessibility of data [37]. Based on this experiment, we therefore
stipulate that the EDMP addresses the first democratization dimension by improving the data
consumer process. With the prototype and the experiment we have consequently demonstrated
the technical feasibility of the presented EDMP concepts and that an EDMP significantly
furthers the data democratization initiative.

Evaluating the significance of an EDMP for the provider would mainly include registering
data assets and products. In order to register data assets, data providers must be very familiar
with these assets to be able to supply various metadata in various tools. If the providers are
not familiar with the data, they are reliant on other experts to supply this information. As the
simulation would have involved participants that are not actually familiar with the data, a lot
of the provider’s tasks would have to be realized for them, distorting the effort and process.
Therefore, the scenario of registering data assets and products could not be reasonably modeled
in a realistic way in an experiment. For this reason, the experiment focused on the consumer
side and the evaluation of the provider side constitutes future work, for instance, by conducting
a field study in a real-world environment.

10 Summary and Conclusion
EDMP for exchanging data within companies are becoming increasingly relevant as they
support data democratization and consequently contribute to extracting more of a company’s
potential data value. In this paper, we have established that the EDMP is a distinct type
of marketplace with specific characteristics. This was clarified by placing the EDMP in a
classification framework, by distinguishing it from the related tool type of data catalogs
and by highlighting a set of requirements which are specific to the EDMP. By presenting a
platform architecture, discussing how this platform integrates with existent enterprise system
landscapes and demonstrating these concepts through a prototype, we laid the foundations for
the development of an EDMP. Moreover, based on the conducted experiment we unveiled that
an EDMP makes the data consumer process of finding and requesting data more efficient and
less complex. It can also be argued that given a time contraint the data consumers become more
effective by using an EDMP. We therefore conclude that the use of an EDMP significantly
benefits a company by improving the data consumer and provider processes and consequently,
is an essential constituent in any data democratization initiative for empowering employees to
find, understand, access, use, and share company data.

Implementing an EDMP prototype and an in-depth knowledge exchange with the industrial
manufacturer investigating EDMPs revealed that there are still a number of challenges to be
addressed when using a marketplace in the enterprise internal context. These include topics like
incentivizing data providers to share their data, finding, assigning and retaining data ownership,
and preventing the flooding of the EDMP with unusable data. Another of the challenges involves
integrating the EDMP into the existing system landscape. In future, we intend to address this
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challenge, especially with regard to the topic of metadata management, by investigating how
metadata from a variety of tools can be modeled and displayed in an integrated view in the
EDMP. Furthermore, a detailed examination how privacy and security aspects are handled in
the EDMP is also subject to future work. In closing, this work, based on both research and
a practical viewpoint from industry, reveals that establishing an EDMP requires a variety of
interdisciplinary perspectives, ranging from business economics to address, e.g., issues of data
valuation, legal aspects to enable, e.g., legitimate data sharing and ownership issues, aspects
from information systems such as the design of incentivation mechanisms for sharing data, or
also more technical aspects concerning the implementation of an EDMP.
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